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1,000,000 tons of iron were occasionally deposited in the

Stores.

The history of the Scottish iron-field has many points

worthy of note. Coal-mining on a very small scale was

carried on in the district of which Coatbridge is the centre

early in the eighteenth century. The local coal trade was

developed by a canal, surveyed by James Watt, known as

the Monkland Canal, which connected the district with

Glasgow; but it was not till 1805 that David Mushet

of the Calder Iron Works, erected in 1795 by a company

of stocking weavers from Glasgow, discovered the rich

seam of black band ironstone lying some 40 yards beneath

the seam known as splint coal. This ironstone was con-

fined to a comparatively small area, and is now exhausted.

It contained 35 per cent. of iron and when calcined as much

as 770 per cent. The proximity of this ore encouraged the

sinking of more collieries and the establishment of iron

works. The first of these was a small colliery at Roch-

solloch, started by William Baird, the founder of the

celebrated Gartsherrie Iron Works. A railway was made

in 1824 to convey the coal and iron to Glasgow and, in

1830, iron production became the leading feature of the

district. The hot blast which was discovered and applied

by J. B. Neilson produced a large number of blast-furnace

plants. The output, however, still remained small. But

while cold blast furnaces of small size produced from 3 to

4 tons in a shift of 12 hours, by the hot blast this quantity

was doubled. The production of iron, however, rapidly

increased up to 1845, when the seven blast furnaces of 1830

had advanced to sixty. The production of pig iron rose

from 10,000 tons a year to a maximum of 412,000 tons

in 1863. The trade passed through every kind of crisis

during that period. In 1857 there was a stock of 690,000

tons on the ground, but the advent of iron shipbuilding and

the general demand for manufactured iron in America, as


